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Cabot Aerogel Enhances Daylighting Experience for German Energy Efficiency Center

September 16, 2013

Cabot aerogel enabled products deliver natural light, dramatically improve thermal performance and lower energy costs for innovative research and
demonstration building

BOSTON--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Sep. 16, 2013-- Cabot Corporation’s (NYSE: CBT) Lumira® aerogel has been utilized in the window system for the
Bavarian Center for Applied Energy Research’s (ZAE Bayern) recently opened Energy Efficiency Center (EEC). The highly innovative research and
demonstration building utilizes a variety of new energy efficiency technologies including Cabot aerogel. Cabot’s material was used within the

OKAGEL insulating glass system from OKALUX GmbH as well as Scobalit AG’s SCOBATHERM ® translucent, highly insulating panels for roofs and
walls.

The objective of the EEC project was to use energy-efficient technology in the
building construction, in conjunction with an intelligent building design that
focused on energy yield. The building is optimized to deliver superior energy
conservation, sustainability and comfort. The EEC building serves as the ZAE
Bayern research and testing facility as well as a modern energy information
center that is open to the public and showcases exhibits, hands on energy
experiments and more.

The two-story building is covered by a translucent roof membrane that serves
as weather protection as well as an outer layer of the multi-layer structured
roof. In part of the inner insulating layer, the EEC utilizes SCOBATHERM
panels consisting of glass-fiber reinforced polyester that are filled with Cabot
Lumira aerogel in the ceiling of the rooms. The translucent ceiling design
enables optimal daylight conditions for the offices, and Cabot’s aerogel
delivers the highest thermal performance and excellent light diffusion
compared to typically used translucent systems. This combination enables
the SCOBATHERM panels to redirect the light from the roof membrane deep
into the offices while minimizing heat loss.

The EEC office area utilizes 24 panels of SCOBATHERM in the ceiling. The
panels are filled with 50 mm Lumira aerogel and provide a U-value of 0.41
W/m²K, which is less than half the value possible with a triple glazed glass
unit in this application. Unlike standard multi-layered glass panels, where the
U-value increases significantly when used in horizontal applications, the
SCOBATHERM panels with Cabot aerogel keep their ultra-low U-value even
in horizontal applications.

The EEC also used OKAGEL light diffusing insulating glass units in the
staircase area. Cabot’s Lumira aerogel particles provide translucency and
serve as a highly effective thermal insulation. The staircase area utilizes 12
panels of OKAGEL insulating systems that contain 30 mm Lumira fill that
deliver a U-value of 0.6 W/m²K. Using this unique aerogel system as a
horizontal glazing in the ceiling, light can be diffused deep into the building.
There is currently no other glass system that can bring diffused light into a
building while achieving such an ultra-low U-value.

“The functional requirements of modern buildings have become more
demanding, and today’s fenestration systems need to cover a variety of
tasks,” said Raj Chary, vice president and general manager, Cabot Aerogel.
“We are proud to be a part of this EEC project to showcase some of the ways
that our aerogel technology can be applied by designers and architects in

order to address some of today’s functional challenges. Cabot’s aerogel offers a number of new technical possibilities such as sustainable daylighting,
light diffusion, UV stability, thermal insulation, and more.”

The project was funded by the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology (BMWi), the Bavarian Ministry of Economics, Transport,
Infrastructure and Technology (BayStMWIVT), and renowned industrial partners that provided a variety of innovative building components used in the
construction of this international flagship project.

What is Cabot aerogel?

Sometimes called “frozen smoke,” aerogel is the lightest and best insulating solid in the world. Cabot's aerogel is a hydrophobic aerogel produced as
particles. Each particle consists of more than 90 percent air, contained in a structure that prevents heat transfer, for unmatched insulation

performance. Cabot produces its aerogel products, including the Lumira® aerogel and Enova® aerogel brands in a state-of-the-art manufacturing
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facility located near Frankfurt, Germany where it began commercial production in 2003. Cabot certifies it has completed the EU REACH
pre-registrations required for all Cabot aerogel products. For more information about Cabot aerogel please visit http://www.cabotaerogel.com.

ABOUT CABOT CORPORATION

Cabot Corporation (NYSE: CBT) is a global specialty chemicals and performance materials company, headquartered in Boston, Massachusetts. The
company is a leading provider of rubber and specialty carbons, activated carbon, inkjet colorants, cesium formate drilling fluids, fumed silica, aerogel,
and elastomer composites. For more information on Cabot, please visit the company’s website at: http://www.cabotcorp.com.

Safe Harbor Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995: Statements in the press release regarding Cabot’s business that
are not historical facts are forward looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. For a discussion of such risks and uncertainties, which could
cause actual results to differ from those contained in the forward looking statements, see “Risk Factors” in the Company’s Annual Report on Form
10-K.
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